
 

 
For Media 
Bell Resources: Accelerating the Transition to Sustainable Transportation 
 
About 
Bell Resources is an Australian energy technology company that is committed to 
accelerating the transition to sustainable transportation. The company was founded in 2017 
by CEO and Managing Director Mark Avery, and is headquartered in Sydney, Australia. 
 
Mission 
Bell Resources' mission is to provide sustainable energy and resources to the EV and 
ridesharing markets in Australia and the United States. The company is focused on three 
key areas: 

• EV Charging Stations with Destination Facilities: Bell Resources is building a network 
of ultra-fast EV charging stations across Australia. These stations are located at car 
washes, which are ideal locations for EV charging due to their high-traffic volume and 
strong revenue stream. 

• Close Proximity Renewables: Bell Resources is also building close proximity 
renewables, such as solar. These renewable energy sources can be used to power 
EV charging stations and other transportation-related infrastructure. 

• Lithium-ion Grid & EV Charging Storage Battery Facilities: Bell Resources is also 
developing lithium-ion battery storage facilities. These facilities can be used to store 
energy from renewable sources and provide backup power for EV charging stations. 
 

History 
The name "Bell" has a long history in the field of solar energy. The first Bell Solar Battery 
was presented to the world in April 1954, and this invention completely transformed carbon 
capture and storage in renewables. Bell Resources is proud to carry on this tradition of 
innovation, and the company is committed to helping to build a cleaner and more 
sustainable future for transportation. 
 
Contact 
For media enquiries and interviews, please contact: 

• Carden Calder, Managing Director, BlueChip Communication on behalf of Bell 
Resources carden@bluechipcommunication.com.au  +61 2 9018 8600 

• Bell Resources Media can be contacted at media@bellresources.com. This email 
address is for journalists only. 
 

Quote from CEO Mark Avery 
"We are at the forefront of Australia's charge towards a better future. We are committed to 
accelerating the transition of the transportation sector to sustainable energy, and we believe 
that Bell Resources is uniquely positioned to help make this happen. We have the perfect 
platform for EV charging, with our network of car wash locations, and we are also investing 
in close proximity renewables and lithium-ion battery storage. We are confident that our 
innovative approach will help to build a cleaner and more sustainable future for 
transportation." 
 
Conclusion 
Bell Resources is a leading energy technology company that is committed to accelerating 
the transition to sustainable transportation. The company has a strong track record of 
innovation, and is well-positioned to help make a difference in the fight against climate 
change. 
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